VAIT - VAI = ball valves with Excess Flow Valve (GS)
GS Immediately shuts off the gas flow through the pipe whenever the setting maximum flow rate is accidentally
exceeded.

CERTIFIED
Reference Standards

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Operating pressure
Operating temperature
Pressure drop
VL overflow value
fs min.
fs max.
External heat resistance
Internal heat resistance
Connections
Fields of use

DVGW VP305-1
Directive EU 2016/426

15-100 mbar
-20°C +60°C
< 0,6 mbar
<3 lt/h a 100mbar (air)
1.30 Vn
1.45 Vn
TAE @ 650°C x 30’
120°C
Threaded according to EN
10226-1
for all types of Gas as
specified in EN 437 and
DVGW G260/1 (methane,
butane, propane).

SAFETY
The gas German installation regulations (TRG) provide
the mandatory use of GS according to VP 305-1.
The GS are installed to protect the system guaranteeing a
high level of safety in the following cases:
- Against criminal and non-criminal hindering caused
by the intervention of unauthorised staff.
- Rupture of flexible hoses for gas, connected at the
outlet of the valve.

INSTALLATION
The GS was planned to be installed horizontally, with the fs max,
closing factor, fs max. 1.45 and fs min.1.30.
The installation must be done properly and the ruling standards must
be followed, making sure that the gas flow direction is the same as
indicated with the arrow on the valve body.
To open the valve, push down and turn counter clockwise the
handweel; to close the valve, turn clockwise the handweel and when it
lift up, leave it.

RELIABILITY
All the GS internal elements are constructed to
guarantee functional stability in time.
The GS spring is partially protected by the gas flow
avoiding that it is in contact with the impurities that could
alter its regular functioning in time.
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Never introduce objects inside the valve, it may damage
or prejudiced the good functioning of the safety devices.
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OPERATION
Excess flow valve
The functioning of the GS can be compared to that of an automatic switch in an electric system. The inserted GS in the system is
inactive (fig.1) until the Vs gas closing flow is reached. As soon as the flow value reaches Vs gas value, due to any accidental
cause, the GS closes instantly (fig.2). It is restored automatically by closing and re opening of the valve. That action creates a
balance between the device pressure upstream and downstream, when the causes behind the GS closing have been removed.

fig.1
GS open

fig.2
GS closed
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Key
V gas = nominal flow rate of the GS in gas (d=0.64)
fs = closing factor (fs = Vs gas / V gas)
fs min. = 1.30 - fs max = 1.45
Vs gas = closing flow rate in gas (Vgas x fs)

The valves allows domestic gas installations in buildings in accordance with DVGW-TRGI G 600 2008 “Technical rules for gas
installations.” Thanks to valves, with integrated excess flow devices GS, installation is simplified.
Protection against intervention by unauthorized personnel
The GS excess flow devices meet requirements of the installation standards of TRGI 2008 and TRF 2012 such as active measures
against the intervention of unauthorized people. - The GS devices can also be used in gas networks with plastic pipes; in horizontal
position a maximum closing factor of fs ≤ 1,45 is guaranteed. In these cases, however, must be used the valve with an excess flow
device GS and a thermal activation device TAE (VAIT).
5.3.9.1 General consideretions - In order to minimize the interventions of unauthorized people in the installation of gas networks for domestic or
similar use, or to prevent tampering by unauthorized personnel, you need to consider (GS) active or passive steps. - You should prefer the active
measures (GS) and they must be properly sized. - The home network must be designed in such a way that active measures (GS) prepared can set in.

Example of installation

GS in a Single-Family Dwelling
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A single GS for a gas installation.
It is recommended that the GS be installed
at the inlet of the gas appliance hose.
(see 5 in figure).
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Example
GS located upstream of gas appliance hose
(integrated in manual shut-off valve).
Total nominal load of downstream appliances:
ΣQNL = 9 kW natural gas
Result (TRGI 2008) = GS VGas 1.6 m3/h
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Legenda
1
2
3
4
5
6

- main gas line
- distribution gas line
- consumption gas line
- branch gas line
- appliance gas line
- under gound gas line

Most single-family dwellings in Germany use
a gas manual shut-off valve of a nominal
diameter of DN15 with an external thread as
outlet connection. The appliance gas hose is
conneted to the outlet thread of the valve
and to the inlet thread of the appliance.
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VAT = ball valves with Thermo-Activated Safety Device (TAE)
TAE device blocks the gas flow and hinders gas leaking from the distribution network in the event of fire.
It is constructed to activate between 95°C and 100°C and its function is guaranteed up to 650°C for 30 minutes.

CERTIFIED
Reference Standards

DIN 3586
EN 331
Directive EU 2016/426

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Operating pressure
MOP 5
Operating temperature
-20°C +60°C
Intervention Temp. TAE
100°C -5K
Heat resistance TAE
@ 650°C x 30’
Connections

Threaded EN 10226-1

Fields of use

for all types of Gas as specified
in EN 437 and DVGW G260/1
(methane, butane, propane).

TAE

HEAT RESISTANCE

For over 15 years, the gas German installation regulation (TRG)
provides the mandatory use of the “TAE” thermo-activated safety
device upstream the connection to the gas appliances.

TAE in brass is able to resist up to 650°C for 30 minutes.
Lab tests of the fire simulation show that after 15’ the temperature
can be 650°C; that is the minimum limit set by the DIN 3586 norm.
The TAE performances comply what is requested by the norm.

In Europe the EN 1775 norm, relative to the recommendations for
the gas pipings inside buildings, provides that the circuit must be
planned, realized and protected so that the consequences of a fire
cannot lead to an explosion or an incredible outbreak of the fire
itself.
Regarding the installation directly on the gas appliances, the
European directive EU 2016/426 provides that the appliance is
installed and produces in order to reduce the risk of fire to the
minimum.
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The installation of a thermo-activated element in a gas
distribution system raises the level of safety as it intervenes even
when the cause of the fire is not connected to the system itself.
- It does not require maintenance;
- Periodical controls for the correct functioning provided for
active activated elements are unnecessary;
- It cannot be inhibited by an external intervention even during the
system’s maintenance operation TAE maintains its
characteristics;
- It is integrated with the gas distribution valves.
Never introduce objects inside the valve, it may damage or
prejudiced the good functioning of the safety devices.
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INSTALLATION
The installation must be done properly and the ruling standards must be followed, making sure that the gas flow direction is the same as indicated
with the arrow on the valve body.
To open the valve, push down and turn counter clockwise the handweel; to close the valve, turn clockwise the handweel and when it lift up, leave it.
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FUNCTIONING
Thermo-activated safety device
TAE is made of a brass body and by a thermal sensitive device.
When the external temperature of 95°÷100°C is reached, the eutectic alloy, that holds the shutter to the cartridge,
melts and the spring compression force projects the shutter in the gas conduit hole, closing it completely.

Thermo-activated T>100°C

Inactive T<95°C

INSTALLATION
WARNINGS

>100°C
The installation must take place on the gas pipings placed in internal environments with respect to the following indications:
•
•
•
•
•

- install the device upstream every user appliance so as to protect the supply network;
- the shut-off devices with TAE must be accessible at all times;
- TAE must be exposed to room temperature and heat developed by a potential fire;
- do not install the devices in fireproof interspaces; the devices purpose could be compromised;
- pay attention to the gas flow direction.

USE

VAT

GAS FLOW DIRECTION

GAS APPLIANCES

TAE is available as a component integrated
in the shut-off valve.
In this case, additional costs are avoided
besides having practically the same size of the
valve without TAE.
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